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I would like to take the opportunity to thank everyone in reading the BEABULL COIN 

($BBULL) Whitepaper. My team is giving so much effort to provide our buyers and 

future buyers of BEABULL COIN project detailed information about our coin offering 

and the future plans for the BEABULL COIN. 

DIVERSITY from different cultures around the world is our key in our TEAM to 

achieve the mission and visions of BEABULL COIN. We have team of consultants 

from the healthcare, IT, finance, marketing, graphic designers, block chain and crypto 

currency world who collaborated together, sharing ideas of experiences and expertise 

to make this project successful with the goals of developing a functional coin and be 

used by the community in the future. Our goal is to facilitate positive change in the 

block chain system and bridge the gap between the consumers and private entities by 

promoting the crypto currency in social media. 

The COVID-19 transformed the block chain industry by focusing on pathways in in- 

creasing the awareness which leads to widespread adoption of technology. 

As the Founder of BEABULL COIN and who had been traumatized from the recent 

scam of coins, it motivated me to create my own crypto coin project, called the 

“BEABULL COIN”. Further research gathered from different coin developers, market- 

ers, graphic designers, it gave me an idea to learn the whole process of coin develop- 

ment, writing a whitepaper, listing of a coin and marketing the coin in social media 

such as Facebook, Telegram, Instagram, Youtube, Reddit, Whatsapp, etc. My experi- 

ence in management, entrepreneurship and my team helps me develop the BEA- 
BULL COIN and fulfill my mission and vision about the coin. 

Carmel A.  

Founder/ CEO of Coin 

1– A MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER OF 

COIN 
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Since start of digital currency, there have been just little spaces in our monetary 

history where business investments like crypto have been conceivable. After huge 

success of Bitcoin and couple of other crypto currencies, the characteristic ad- 

vancement for us was to make the special token named BEABULL COIN 

($BBUL). 

 

This token is specifically named after and dedicated to a cross breed of Beagle 

and English Bulldog, also known as BEABULL breed of dog which represents 

our motto for this project, “BE A BULL”. 

 

$BBUL is a utility token which represents access to a given product or service, 

usually on a specific block chain network. Utility tokens may be used to power a 

block chain network’s consensus mechanism, furnish the operations of a decen- 

tralized market, pay transaction fees, or grant holders the right to submit and vote 

on new developments within a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) or 

other decentralized network. 

2- Introduction 
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BEABULL COIN ($BBUL) was founded on the belief that it is the basic 

human right to operate and control their own money by developing a 

new digital system of monetary transaction, data and identity. 

We believe that decentralization holds the key to empowering people 

around the world to better safeguard their rights, and that we are helping 

the world move in this direction by accelerating the transition to adopting 

crypto currency. 
 
 
 

We believe that by accelerating the transition in adopting crypto curren- 

cy, we can help people globally to control their own money   by having 

the ability to access their funds anytime and anywhere, secure their data 

and protect their identity. 

We will expand its project by creating ecosystem which will be usable to 

all our community by using Beabull Coin. 

. 

2.1– Mission 

2.2– Vision 
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BEABULL COIN is a fully and completely decentralized and community-driven 

project. It is a strict utility token in any jurisdiction and it is not and cannot be 
considered as a security or otherwise a regulated token of any kind. It is not, in any 

way, e-money, fiat or asset-backed stable coin, whether global or limited in scope.   It 

is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. The Content shared 
in this website including the Whitepaper is for information purposes only and, should 

not be considered a financial or legal advice and no legal binding contract agreed 

between you and Beabull Coin.  

You understand that when you buy BBUL in a Cryptocurrency Exchange, you agree 

that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you hold accountable or 

harmless to all the team of Beabull Coin for any losses or taxes you may incur. You 
agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any 

support or service.  Always make sure that you are compliance with your local or 

country rules and regulations before you make any purchase.  

Beabull Coin team does not endorse or solicit any cryptocurrency to buy, hold, trade or 

sell and conduct a due diligence before doing such activities. 

It is our desire that the information provided in this Website and the Whitepaper should 
be accurate, up to date in regards to all the products, services, technical architecture, 

token distribution, company timelines, etc. Anytime, BBUL could change the 

information without any notice, thus, such changes, it is understood and agreed that 
there’s no binding contract agreement between you and Beabull Coin. 

 
 
  

2.3– Legal Disclaimer 
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There’s a tendency that you could make a profit or lose your money.  Cryptocurrencies 

are risky. Never buy more than you can’t afford to lose. Always seek professional 

advice before buying or making any investment.  You alone assumes the sole 
responsibility in evaluating the merits and risks associated with the use of any 

information or other Content in this Site before making any decisions based on the 

information receive from this website. We do not accept liability for any loss, damage 
or whatsoever caused incur in services and information. Please be aware that the risks 

involved with the trading are done in the financial market. Beabull coin is not a 

registered broker, analyst, investment or financial advisor.   

Furthermore, you acknowledge and understand that this disclaimer either you are 

directly or indirectly involved with BBULL, there is a chance that you could lose or 

suffer any kind of damages such as  total loss of money which sometimes results to 

mental, emotional or psychological suffering.  If it happens, please seek help. 

 
 

 
 

The launch of BEABULL COIN, contract release, and reveal of a detailed future 

roadmap and the project as a whole will suffer from potential hackings, copies, 

and wrongful associations with the token, whether directly or indirectly. 

BEABULL COIN Whitepaper contains proprietary material, information, confi- 

dential information and business trade information and is exclusive intellectual 

property of BEABULL COIN founding team unless stated or referenced. Any un- 

authorized copying, distribution, or use of said information or related materials is 

2.5– Confidentiality 

2.4– Risk Disclaimer 
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completely prohibited. 

As much as possible, BEABULL COIN is here to protect of any potential threat 

that will happen in the future and put extra security in our website. We are here 

for a long term projects and for a good cause.  I 

t’s a long journey for everyone especially for BEABULL COIN. 

We want BEABULL COIN to be known in the crypto currency world and be in- 

line of the well-known crypto coin. 

We aim higher for BEABULL COIN and its projects. 
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BEABULL COIN ($BBUL) is a decentralized BEP20 token which we have 

deployed on Binance Smart Chain, we aim to reward our holders with a unique 

tokenomics that will bring a lot of incentives and a deflationary mechanism. 

BEABULL COIN will be launched in 31 July 2021. It is a DeFi project built on 

the Binance Smart Chain with simple Allocation & Distribution. 

BEABULL COIN will create a token-based ecosystem by transforming former 

pipeline business into a platform-business model based on the block chain tech- 

nology. 
 

 

 

BEABULL COIN will unite people from all over the world of our future projects 

and noble cause: save the unsheltered and abused animals, donate for animal shel- 

ters, and educate others to respect & protect animals, creates charity and founda- 

tion by donating help to third world countries and focus in seniors living alone in 

a community. 

3-ABOUT BEABULL COIN 

WHAT IS $BBUL? 

Why Choose BEABULL COIN ($BBUL)? 
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Major components caused us to decide to create and to expand on BSC. One of the 

reasons is that the chain is promising and has numerous genuine assets to support 

it. Changpeng Zhao, the maker of Binance, BSC, and BNB, has expressed that 

they will be providing numerous assets to get crypto over to Binance Smart Chain. 

 

Also, the crazy gas expenses of Ethereum have made the chain futile for standard 

investors. BSC fee is very low and cost cents for almost all transactions. Time for 

adding block in Ethereum block chain is 30 seconds, while on BSC, it is 3 sec- 

onds. It has a huge gap between timing of both chains, particularly in the event 

that you need to utilize Defi applications continuously. 

 

Price of token can vary in 30 seconds which gives benefit for tokens on BSC by 

securing transaction in such a small amount of time. Information in BSC refreshes 

at regular intervals. 

WHY BINANCE SMART CHAIN? 
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Since start of digital currency, there have been just little spaces in our monetary 

history where business investments like crypto have been conceivable. After huge 

success of Bitcoin and couple of other crypto currencies, the characteristic ad- 

vancement for us was to make the special coin, that is $BBUL. This token is 

specifically named after and dedicated to a cross breed of Beagle and English 

Bulldog, also known as BEABULL breed of dog which represents our motto for 

this project as well to “BE A BULL”. 

By creating BEABULL COIN, community will be educated with the importance 

of the BEABULL COIN and soon, it will be used the coin as a form of payment 

in every transactions. 

BEADEV is a block chain service providers helping businesses grow in this new 

era technology. We will deliver customized block chain solutions in almost every 

block chain domain from retail businesses to healthcare providers, B2B compa- 

nies, financial institutions and crypto currency start-ups. 

BEAGAME - NFT, Lottery, Casino Game are in explosion of block chain news 

now. Beabull coin will venture in block chain gaming and non-fungible tokens 

(NFTs) as well integrate beabull coin in the gaming. 

BEABULL COIN ecosystem such as BEASWAP will be used as means of coin 

exchange. 

BEAESCROW FUND ecosystem will lessen the hassle problem between the 

buyer and seller and more securities to both parties. 

3.1-PROJECT OVERVIEW 
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Total Coin Supply one Trillion or 1,000, 000,000. Decimals: 9. Each transaction 

will be taxed 12% out of the total number of tokens transacted to promote long-

term holding and alleviate speculative trading that negatively affect long-term 

investing and disrupt the normal functioning of the token dynamics. The total fee is 

set at 9%, which has a lower Tax Fee compared to other Tokens circulated. This is 

to promote deflationary token structure and reward token holders. 
 

 

NAME OF COIN: BEABULL COIN 

SYMBOL: $BBUL 

SLOGAN: BE A BULL 
 

Even the developers, Liquidity Pool - 33 BNB locked for 1 year, NO Pre-Sell, NO Private Sell. 

The core development team will be continuously working on improving and expanding the 

$BBULL ecosystem. We count on and encourage our community to stick with us and be part 

of the team to make the world a better place. On Telegram, Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, 

Twit- ter, Reddit, and any other social media channels, our awesome community kindly help to 

spread the word out. 

We definitely have a secure platform for deployment of our token so that blockchain can be 

adopted by people worldwide. Smart contract that is used to handle the whole business logic 

behind token is Licensed by MIT and verified by BSC SCAN as well. 

In order to avoid the Pump and Dump, we limit only the Buy and Sell to 500M Beabull 

Coin. We want a long term relationship with our Buyers and Sellers of Beabull Coin. 

REWARDS 

TOKENOMICS 
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BEABULL COIN is here to stay for the long run. The decentralized community is encourag- 

ing long-term development of the ecosystem which will result in real charity events, greater 

rewards, and a reputation beyond any temporary trends. Confidence In the cryptocurrency 

market, Trust is the key. That means full transparency not only in the community support and 

development, but also in any security effort. TRANSPARENCY and BEABULL COIN is 

fully decentralized, and supported by its community of enthusiasts. Free, open, and frank 

communication is encouraged so that everyone who is interested could be informed and even 

participate in every step of BBULL’s growth! As the Founder of BEABULL COIN, I will re- 

nounce the ownership of BEABULL COIN during launching. BUILD… BUILD… BUILD 

is our goal. MORE PROJECTS FOR ECOSYSTEM IN THE FUTURE FOR BEA- 

BULL COIN!!! 

Following are plans for development of our project: 

1. Creation of news feeds and data points  

2. Onboarding of new nodes  

3. Partnering with DAPPs  

4. Listing in Other Cryptocurrency Exchange such CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap, 

Hotbit,  Bilaxy, etc. 

5. Improvement of website, product and services 

6. BEAGAME… Developing NFT game, Lottery Game, Casino Game. 

7. BEADEV Blockchain Service Provider 

8. Collaborating with other Coins  

SURVIVAL 

Expansion 
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9. Collaborating with other companies and merchants to use BEABULL COIN as 

form of payment for employment payrolls and professional fees, online travel and 

hotel bookings, membership and transaction fees, E-commerce, car and real estate 
financing, loan transactions, casino winnings. 

10. Developing BEA-ECOSYSTEM  

11. Developing NFT Game 

12. Developing BEASWAP MOBILE APP AND EXCHANGE 

13. Developing Crowd Funding BEAFUNDME  

14. Developing an App for BeaESCROWFund System 

15. Create a Not-For-Profit Organization and Charity 

 

Note: This is a future plan of Beabull Coin. Studies will be conducted to check if 

some or all of this projects will be applicable to Beabull Coin.   
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♦  BeaSWAP Mobile Wallet and Exchange 

♦  BeaESCROW Fund EcosystemSystem 

♦  BEABULL COIN have a plan to make its own secured escrow system for funding. Our team will develop 

an ecosystem of different applications that will increase security between buyers and sellers and contract- 

ing companies and individuals by signing in the BeaESCROW Fund System. Buyers and Sellers and 

Contracting companies and individuals will sign an escrow agreement, one party, usually a depositor, de- 

posits funds or BEABULL COIN with an escrow agent, the BeaESCROW Fund will deliver the funds or 

the BEABULL COIN to the beneficiary. Any disputes arise between two parties will be resolved through 

any bind agreements by both parties or legal proceedings. 

 
 

♦  BeaGame Developing NFT Game, Lottery Game, Casino Game  that will generate revenue as well as 

boosting the value of coin . 

♦  BeaFUNDME Charity Crowdfunding Ecosystem 

♦  We will develop a Beafundme, a secured online fundraising platform that allows people to raise money or 

donate a money in the form BBULL . Transitioning from the traditional token use cases, BEABULL 

COIN team will develop a secured online fundraising platform to raise money or donate a money in the 

form of BBULL. Beafundme is a platform act as bridge connecting investors, dealers, traders, donators 

with charities whose goal is to fund donation. By adopting the cryptocurrency as a new method of pay- 

ment, donators will directly donate through the Charity Crowdfunding Platform. The platform will outline 

various details in regards to each charity to enable filtering of charities. BEABULL COIN itself as the 

main medium of exchange (i.e. swapping currency). Integrations with payment gateways will be imple- 

mented through global partners to facilitate the operation of the ecosystem while maximizing the channels, 

value, and diversity of donations. With the help of our dedicated community, our charitable deployments 

will follow an ever-rising trend. Charities can benefit and get more donations by embedding our optimized 

donation form into their donations platform for ease of use, accuracy of results, and increase in donations 

collected, all made possible through $BBUL. 

4–ECOSYSTEM 
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1. ANIMAL 

We strongly recommend and support the adoption of sheltered animals 

specifically dogs. Our project is also emphasizing on adoption of 

“BEABULL” breed from shelters, These dogs are very calm and small 

in size, which helps owner to take care for them easily. 

 
On most important thing is that when people adopt dogs it helps them 

to improve health and behavior of dogs as well. They can pet them and 

treat them as best as they can. We will keep a portion of our project es- 

pecially to fund the adoption of these any animals such as dogs from 

shelters. 

 
2. HELP THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES FOR DISASTER RELIEF 

 

3. COMMUNITY OUTREACH FOR SENIORS LIVING ALONE IN 

COMMUNITY. 

5–CHARITY/ FOUNDATION 
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BEABULL COIN is new in the market. It’s low cost, it can be the future. Every 

crypto coin like Bitcoin, Ethereum started as nothing. And after many years, 

Bitcoin emerges as the #1 cryptocurrency followed by Ethereum. 

We want everyone to explore and be open minded about BEABULL COIN and 

probably the hold off for a longer time. Buying BEABULL COIN while still low 

during launching a right timing to start. Don’t rush yourself to sell BEABULL 

COIN once it started to pump. We want BEABULL COIN’s value go up. 

Think of the story of Infamous “Bitcoin Pizza Story” where the pizza was paid in 

10K bitcoin equivalent to $30 in 2010. Check in Youtube Channel about this story. 

So think of it now, no one knows that 10K bitcoin is worth somewhere $306 mil- 

lion in 2021. 

BEABULL COIN will be launched in Pancakeswap this July 2021. Once its 

launch, BEABULL COIN will be known in the crypto world. More potential 

buyers will start to buy BEACOIN COIN which is more advantage of all BEA- 

BULL COIN buyers. HODL BEABULL COIN for a year or more, it will help 

the valuation of BEABULL COIN to up. 

Our goal is success in every individual. Not a Short-term or Pump and Dump or 

Rug Pull scheme. We want to have a long-term relationship to all of our buyers 

with BEABULL COIN . Our future projects and collaboration with the communi- 

ty, BEABULL COIN will inflate in the coming months. We are foreseeing this 

utility coin to be used in the crypto world. 

BEABULL COIN 
6–WHY IT’S IMPORTANT FOR BEABULL COIN TO 

HODL? 
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♦  Wallet Address: string of characters that allows users to send, receive, store, and exchange 

value on a blockchain, as well as monitor and manage the value of their assets on the block- 

chain. 

♦  Altcoin: is a combination of the two words "alt" and "coin" and includes all alternatives to 

Bitcoin. The basic framework for Bitcoin and altcoins is similar. 

♦  BEP-20: is an extension of ERC-20 which is the most popular token standard on 

the Ethereum Blockchain. Similarly, BEP-20 is the token standard on the smart chain of the 

Binance platform. This token defines who can use them, spend them, and how and other 

related details. 

♦  Binance Smart Contract: is a sovereign smart contract blockchain delivering Ethereum 

Virtual Machine (EVM) compatible programmability. Designed to run in parallel with Bi- 

nance Chain, Binance Smart Chain retains the former's fast execution times and low trans- 

action fees while adding Smart Contracts functionality to support compatible dApps. 

♦  BuyBack – increasing liquidity and lowering price volatility and boost the asset price.. 

♦  Cryptocurrency: any form of currency that only exists digitally, that usually has no cen- 

tral issuing or regulating authority but instead uses a decentralized system to record 

transactions and manage the issuance of new units, and that relies on cryptography to 

prevent counterfeiting and fraudulent transactions. 

♦  Cryptography: it is a method of developing techniques and protocols to prevent a third 

party from accessing and gaining knowledge of the data from the private messages during a 

communication process. The word Cryptography is made up of two ancient Greek terms, 

Kryptos having meaning “hidden” and Graphein having meaning “to write”. 

♦  Decentralized Exchange (DEX): is a financial ecosystem for transaction for transacting 

digital assets. It allows you to trade cryptocurrencies while owning your private key, thus 

keeping control of your crypto. 

7–GLOSSARY 
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♦  Decentralized Finance (DeFi):   is a blockchain-based form of finance that 

does not rely on central financial intermediaries such as brokerages, exchanges, 

or banks to offer traditional financial instruments, and instead utilizes smart 

contracts on blockchains, the most common being Ethereum. 

♦  ERC-20: is used for all smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain for token 

implementation and provides a list of rules that all Ethereum-based tokens must 

follow. 

♦  Ethereum: decentralized, blockchain-based global supercomputer to serve as 

the foundation for an ecosystem of interoperable, decentralized applications 

(dApps) powered by token economies and automated smart contracts. 

♦  Hardcap: For an initial offering (ICO), it refers to the upper limit of the tokens 

that are to be sold. 

♦  HODL: means; “Hold on For Dear Life”. This roughly translates as the 

"HODLER" believing their coin to be profitable one day and will sit back and 

never lose coins due to botched trades. 

♦  Liquidity: is the ease at which crypto currency can be bought or sold on ex- 

changes at its market price. In other words, this term tells us how quickly a digi- 

tal currency can be traded. is the degree to which a particular asset can be quick- 

ly bought or sold without affecting the general stability of its price. In simplest 

terms, liquidity refers to the ability of an asset to be converted into cash easily. 

♦  Listing: passing certain set of financial and legal regulatory procedures, where- 

by the exchange provide trading pairs for the financial asset. 

♦  Non-Fungible Token (NFT): is created, or “minted” from digital objects that 

represent both tangible and intangible items, including: • Art • GIFs • Videos 

and sports highlights • Collectibles • Virtual avatars and video game skins • De- 

signer sneakers • Music 

♦  Private Key: is an alphanumeric string that is generated at the creation of  
♦   
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♦  a crypto wallet address and serves as its password or the access code. 
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♦  Smart Contract: is a computer protocol intended to digitally facilitate, verify, 

or enforce the negotiation or performance of a contract . Smart contracts allow 

the performance of credible transactions without third parties. One of the best 

things about the block chain is that, because it is a decentralized system that ex- 

ists between all permitted parties, there’s no need to pay intermediaries 

(Middlemen) and it saves you time and conflict. 

♦  Token burning or coin burning: is an intentional action taken by the coin’s 
creators to “burn,” i.e., removes from circulation a specific number from the to- 
tal available tokens in existence. There are several reasons to burn tokens this 
way, but generally, the move is for deflationary purposes. What actually hap- 
pens in a coin burn is that the tokens are algorithmically taken out of circula- 
tion by sending the outputs to a public address known as an ‘eater address.’ The 
keys to this public address are hidden and cannot be obtained by anyone. And 
so, once the tokens are sent to this address, they are unrecoverable and can nev- 
er be used as no one has the private keys to access them. 

https://binance.org  

https://beincrypto.com/learn/nfts-explainer  

https://blockgeeks.com/guides/smart-contracts  

https://coindesk.com  

https://cryptodefinitions.com  

https://en-wikipedia.org/wiki/Decentralized_finance  

https://cryptoadventure.org/token-burning-reasons-why-token-is-important  
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